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USE HIGH-QUALITY PICTURES
This is the number one tip that I can advocate. USE A FREAKING DECENT PICTURE. 

So many times have I seen gear where people use crappy images that are blurry, out of focus, 

dark, too small, not detailed enough, or there simply aren't enough pictures. Not only that but 

there is a whole group of people who don’t even use a picture at all when listing their gear. 

I’ll tell you right now that unless you’re selling that piece of equipment for dirt cheap, you are

going to have a hard time selling without a picture. In fact, to drop a little marketing knowledge 

on you,  67% of consumers say the quality of a product image is “very important” in selecting 

and purchasing a product. 

So take the time to take a quality picture. Do some proper staging. Clear messes out of the way, 

use a solid backdrop (Clean carpet, blank wall, just something that’s not distracting), and I don’t 

want to see your feet because you’re taking a picture from above and your feet are in the shot. 

Try to take a picture of the product in proper lighting. Use all the natural lighting that you can. 

So take pictures during the daytime in a room where a lot of sunlight come in. 

If you know how to use Photoshop, or any other photo-editing software, try to use that to 

correct any lighting mistakes that come up and properly crop your picture. Take more than one 

picture (Includes close ups, especially if there are any scratches or defects). Also, try to get 

different angles. 

The whole purpose is to showcase your product as best as possible so it makes the process 

easier for the buyer and they know what to expect. This reduces friction (Something that will 

make it less likely or more difficult for someone to make a purchase) making the viewer more 

likely to buy what you’re selling. 

Now let's take a look at an example (on the next page)...
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WRITE AN ACCURATE & DETAILED 
DESCRIPTION

The example picture above is a combination of pictures that I used in the past to sell a Line 6 

DL4 Delay Pedal. Although they're still not 100% perfect, they are more than suitable for 

Craigslist, Ebay, or Reverb. And they're probably better than 90% of the pictures on there. It’s a 

good example of using natural lighting, getting different angles and close-ups, and using a non- 

distracting background.
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This seems so simple but a lot of people don’t write descriptions at all or write very little when 

describing their gear on their Craigslist or Ebay listing. I have to be honest, at times, even I’m 

guilty of this. But whatever site you’re selling on, take the time to write a decent description. If 

you’re selling used gear, make sure to include information about any cosmetic issues or defects. 

You might even consider talking about why you’re selling and how well the product has worked

for you since you’ve had it. People like to know why you’re selling, whether it's just because you 

need the money, you’re upgrading, or if there is something wrong with it, people like to know 

ahead of time. 

A lot of times if I don’t have much to say, I like to at least include the product description from 

the manufacturer or retailer website. That at least gives something for people to read about the 

equipment and makes the process of finding product information easier. 



PRICE YOUR GEAR TO SELL

The screenshot above is the description I used for that same delay pedal. In the first paragraph, 

I talked a little about the condition of the pedal and some modifications that I had done to it. In 

the second paragraph, I pasted in information about product details and features. Overall, it 

gives a solid description to people viewing as to the current condition, why I am selling, and 

what they can expect.
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If you want to get rid of gear quick, price it to sell. Many times have I made the mistake of 

pricing my gear too high (even though it may have been at market value) but had to keep going 

through the process of reducing the price because it won’t sell. Or, at least not as fast as I would 

like to get rid of it. I don’t like things sitting around while I wait to sell them. 

I have even lost money by not pricing my gear to sell or not accepting offers slightly lower than 

what I wanted at the time. I might list a pedal for $60 then someone offers me $50 but I don’t 

want to go lower. Then, after a month of lowering the price a little bit here and there, I end up 

getting $40 for it. That kind of deal. 

Don’t deal with the hassle. Just price your gear to sell. 



BONUS TIP:  REPOST OFTEN

Although, if you’re using Reverb, then you may even think about pricing your gear a bit higher 

(knowing you’re going to sell it for less). Then, shortly after listing it, reduce the price. That will 

cause the listing to show a percentage price drop (see picture above). 

Plus, if there are enough watchers on the item, it will alert them when the price is lowered. 

You’re still pricing your gear to sell but now you’ve even taking advantage of this feature to let 

people know they’re getting a good deal.
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If your gear doesn’t happen to sell right away, it happens, just stick with it. 

If you’re using Craiglist to post your gear, remember to keep renewing your post. You can 

renew a post 48 hours after it was originally posted and 48 hours after it has been renewed. 

You can keep repeating this process for 30 days. 

Renew the post every 48 hours to keep the posting fresh and in the most recent listings. After 

30 days you will no longer have the ability to renew. So after 30 days, I recommend deleting the 

post and then reposting it. Then you can start the whole process again. 

If you’re using Ebay (which you shouldn’t be, they have high seller fees) then either setup 

automatic reposting or make sure to go back into your account to renew the posting if your gear 

doesn’t sell.



That's it! Those are 3 tips (really 4) that you can start using to sell your gear quicker. Did you 

enjoy these tips and/or find them useful? 

Be sure to head back to the PDF download page to comment and let me know what you 

thought. 

Or, if you have any of your own tips to add, I (and the rest of the Infamous Musician 

community) would love to see them. 

You can find the original download page for this PDF here:
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Original Download Page

Scroll down to the bottom of the page and add your comment:

Looking forward to hear what you guys have to say! Thanks for reading!

http://www.infamousmusician.com/selling-music-equipment-tips-thank-you-page/


www. In famousMus i c i an . com


